
 
 
Habitandando 2019 
A tradition of innovation 
Italy, 13 – 28 July 2019 
  
What is Habitandando? Habitandando is a mobile workshop that every year brings to Italy 
students of architecture from several countries. In 15 days, they get to know different Italian 
cities and regions, dealing with issues related to architecture, landscape, heritage and territorial 
development 
 
How does Habitandando work? “The travel as method, the territory as classroom” is the motto 
of Habitandando. Travel is the method: to know a place experiencing it directly, using it to 
generate and test ideas. The territory is the classroom: every stage of the travel focuses on a 
specific topic and having the territory as classroom allows to observe every issue directly, 
building incrementally one’s knowledge about a certain place.. 
 
Where does Habitandando go this year? The topic of Habitandando 2019 is “A tradition of 
innovation”. The workshop will show different experiences and places of Italy that, in different 
epochs and forms, have innovated and keep innovating economy, culture, production and 
landscape. Innovation today has manifold faces and has relevant consequences for architecture 
and the territory. And in Italy manifold are the examples of innovation, renowned worldwide: 
from the first university to laboratories of nuclear physics, from the valorization of the food 
tradition to IT pioneers, to new experiences of social innovation that faces in new ways the new 
challenges of the contemporary society. History mashes with experimentation and is a recurrent 
element in the history of Italy: in two weeks, Habitandando will make you know this tradition of 
innovation. 
 
How do I participate in Habitandando? Habitandando is organised by the association Dialoghi in 
Architettura. It is possible to take part in the whole workshop or only in one module. Participation 
is with fee, while accomodation and food are in charge of each participant. For information, visit 
https://www.dialoghinarchitettura.org/inicio or email segr.architettura@focolare.org 
 
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSddoA7lmkhzonBVsGZqOrqxjmeCZ7SougEVHxSM
dZGcWNmWvg/viewform?usp=pp_url 
 

The stages of Habitandando 2019 
13-14 july | Ivrea   Innovation for the community, beyond economy 
15-17 july | Milan   Social innovation in the city 
18-19 july | Bologna   Traditional and innovative excellence in production 
20-21 july | Tuscany   Giving a new shape to the city and its society 
22-26 july | Abruzzo   Innovative experiences in the mountains 
27-28 july | Naples and Pompeii   Innovation for the past and the future 
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